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Liberty, Prosperity, and the Rule of Law:  

Weapons against the “surge” in the new normal 

 

 It was on March, 2020 that schools announced a week-long suspension. Law 

students were ecstatic upon hearing the announcement. Plans were made on how 

they will make use of the “break”. But, little did we know that everything will never 

be the same. At this moment, life prior to the pandemic is nowhere possible. 

However, the daunting question which haunts me to this day is: Was life before the 

pandemic any better than now?”  

 The most convenient answer is “Yes”.  

 I know some people who would answer a resounding yes to the question. They 

justify their answers with the fact that life before was better as there were no 

restrictions: no lockdowns, no quarantine measures, and no face masks or face 

shields.  Indeed, the economy was promising before the restrictions were imposed. 

With a competitive workforce and a growth momentum, the PH economy was 

expected to grow on 2020.1 However, when the pandemic happened, there were 

significant decline in economic growth and an increase of unemployment, hunger, 

and debts. In its 2020 report, the Asian Development Bank (ADB) projected that the 

economy was expected to rebound if containment measures will work and 

government stimulus will continuously be implemented.2 Yet, currently, the country 

is struggling to escape from recession, and it will take more years for it to recover, 

compared to its neighboring countries.3 

 The week-long suspension extended to a year; consequently, ranking the 

Philippines as having one of the world’s longest COVID-19 lockdowns. According 

to the 2005 International Health Regulations, states are not precluded from 

implementing additional measures (e.g. border closures, entry regulation, 

lockdowns) provided that they are justified by scientific evidence, and are not more 

 
1 World Bank. (2020, October 16). Overview. Retrieved March 20, 2021, from 

https://www.worldbank.org/en/country/philippines/overview.  
2 Zhang, J. (2020, September 17). Philippine economy to decline further in 2020 AMID COVID-19, with recovery in 

2021. Retrieved March 20, 2021, from https://www.adb.org/news/philippine-economy-decline-further-2020-amid-

covid-19-recovery-2021. 
3 Lopez, D. (2021, January 28). Philippine Economy Shrinks More Than Expected on Weak Demand. Retrieved March 

20, 2021, from https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-01-28/philippine-economy-shrinks-more-than-

expected-in-fourth-quarter. 
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restrictive of international traffic.4 I do not dispute the necessity of these measures, 

however, one should not dispense the qualifying term: additional. This connotes that 

apart from lockdowns, states must take an active part in enforcing humane and 

inclusive approach which can be based on recommendations issued by the World 

Health Organization (WHO). Today is a challenging time for all of us but this does 

not permit states to derogate from their obligations to protect human rights. In the 

Philippines, this is hardly the case. 

Militarized response: Liberty & Prosperity 404 not found 

 Upon the declaration of the WHO of COVID-19 as a public health emergency 

of international concern, then as a global pandemic5 we have witnessed that the 

responses of states varied. Washing of hands, social distancing, prohibition of mass 

gatherings, and quarantine are some of the common strategies adapted by states to 

prevent and control the spread of the virus.6 Aside from the economy, as time passes, 

the glaring reality of the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic to human rights have 

become more prominent. Although this is an unprecedented event, this should not 

serve as a reason to suspend the enjoyment of human rights and the operation of the 

rule of law.  

 International human rights instruments such as the International Covenant on 

Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), and International Covenant in Economic and 

Social Rights (ICESCR) provide limitations when should rights be affected during 

a state of emergency. According to Article 4(1) of the ICCPR provides that rights 

can only be derogated when there is: (1) a proclamation of a state of emergency; and 

the derogation measures are (2) necessary, (3) proportionate, and consistent with 

other international law obligations.7 On the other hand, the ICESCR does not specify 

grounds for derogations, but under Article 2, it only allows the restriction of rights 

for the purpose of “promoting the general welfare of a democratic society “ and with 

a view of “achieving progressively the full realization of the rights”.8 For the purpose 

of the essay, I will explore on the consequences of the COVID-19 measures taken 

 
4 International Health Regulation, 79 U.N.T.S. 2509 (2005) [“IHR”], Art.43(1). 
5 WHO Director-General’s opening remarks at the media briefing on COVID19 -March 2020 ; World Health 

Organization. Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19): Situation Report – 38. 27 February 2020 Accessed 

at www.who.int/docs/default-source/coronaviruse/situation-reports/20200227-sitrep-38-covid-

19.pdf?sfvrsn=9f98940c_2. on 28 February 2020. 
6 Güner, R., Hasanoğlu, I., & Aktaş, F. (2020, April 21). COVID-19: Prevention and control measures in community. 

Retrieved March 21, 2021, from https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7195988/ 
7 UNHRC, General Comment 29: Article 4 (2001) UN Doc. CCPR/C/21/Rev.1/Add.11  
8 UNHRC, General Comment 3: Article 2(1990) UN Doc. CESCR/E/1991/23 
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by the Philippines on the following rights: right to liberty; right to health; and right 

to freedom of expression. 

 On the 8th of March 2020, President Rodrigo Duterte issued Proclamation No. 

922 declaring a state of public health emergency in the country. Subsequently, 

Proclamation No. 929 was signed placing the country under a state of calamity for 

six months. Various forms of lockdown were imposed contingent on the number of 

COVID-19 cases. Thereafter, the Congress enacted the Bayanihan to Heal as One 

Act giving President Duterte emergency powers to augment efforts in pandemic 

response. Under Article VI, Section 23 of the 1987 Constitution, Congress, “may by 

law, authorize the President, for a limited period and subject to restriction as it may 

prescribe, to exercise powers necessary and proper to carry out a declared national 

policy.” 

  Regardless of the extensive power, majority of the Filipinos suffered losses 

and were left on their own to survive. Since the public was ordered to stay at home, 

the benefits do not seem to level with the cost.  Unfortunately, the healthcare sector 

has been overworked yet underpaid and underappreciated. It is evident that most of 

the personnel tasked to lead COVID-19 responses were former military officials. 

What made matters worse is the double standards against quarantine violators. It 

could be recalled that Sen. Koko Pimentel and PNP Chief Debold Sinas were among 

those public officials who violated quarantine protocols. However, the Department 

of Justice (DOJ) dismissed the complaint against Pimentel due to insufficiency of 

evidence9, while Sinas was condoned and publicly defended by President over his 

mañanita.10However, ordinary citizens who violated these protocols were 

humiliated,11 caged12 and worse, illegally detained or arrested by public 

officials.13Are these measures necessary and proportionate? Certainly, not.  

 According to the former Chief Justice Panganiban, “in cases involving liberty, 

the scales of justice should weigh heavily against the government and in favor of the 

 
9CNN Staff. (2021, January 20). Junking of quarantine BREACH case vs. pimentel Sends 'wrong signal,' Says 

complainant. Retrieved March 20, 2021, from https://www.cnn.ph/news/2021/1/21/doj-drops-complaint-against-

koko-pimentel.html . 
10 Talabong, R. (2020, November 08). LOOK: Birthday salu-salo for NCRPO Chief Sinas Amid ECQ. Retrieved 

March 20, 2021, from https://www.rappler.com/nation/ncrpo-chief-sinas-birthday-celebration-ecq-may-2020 . 
11 Amnesty International (Ed.). (2020, April 8). Investigate humiliating abuse of LGBTQ+ people during curfew in 

the Philippines. Retrieved March 20, 2021, from https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2020/04/philippines-

investigate-humiliating-abuses-curfew/.  
12 Human Rights Watch. (2020, October 28). Philippines: Curfew Violators Abused. Retrieved March 20, 2021, from 

https://www.hrw.org/news/2020/03/26/philippines-curfew-violators-abused.  
13 Torres-Tupas, T. (2020, October 24). Peralta to act on cases of unjustly detained quarantine violators. Retrieved 

March 20, 2021, from https://newsinfo.inquirer.net/1351794/peralta-on-quarantine-violators.  
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poor, the oppressed, the marginalized, the dispossessed and the weak.”14 This 

purports that the liberty of the people should be safeguarded and that human rights 

should be upheld all the time. It is a fundamental principle enshrined our 

Constitution, that it is only when one is afforded due process can he be deprived of 

his right to liberty.  This requires the law to be reasonable and afford parties prior 

notice [of his rights and the crime charged] and opportunity to be heard.  

 On top of an arbitrary deprivation of the rights to liberty and to health, the 

economic rights are placed in peril. As of 2021, unemployment rate in the country 

soared to 10.2%15 of 10.9 million workers have their employment disrupted due to 

the COVID-19 pandemic. Many companies stopped operating and the others opted 

to retrench workers. Furthermore, the adverse effect is felt more among the workers 

in the informal economy such as those working in construction, transportation, 

manufacturing, and wholesale and retail trade.16 Prior to lockdowns, daily wage 

earners have been struggling to meet their daily needs, and extended lockdowns only 

did them harm Although there were subsidies provided but these were no longer 

enough to sustain them. As a result, some of them took their grievances to the streets. 

And, similar to any protest that had took place, protests were not warmly welcomed. 

Some were violently dispersed while others were arrested, like the #PISTON6 who 

were jeepney drivers, including the 72-year old Elmer Cordero17, and labor unions 

who protested, while maintaining distance from each other, during Labor Day last 

year.18 

 Our basic law strongly advocates for economic progress. In one of his 

speeches, former C.J Panganiban emphasized that alongside prosperity is the 

institutionalization of social justice, which entails the creation of economic 

opportunities.19 As famously quoted from Calalang v. Williams, social justice 

 
14 Panganiban, A. (2019, April 03). Spreading the Gospel of liberty and prosperity. Retrieved March 20, 2021, from 

https://cjpanganiban.com/2006/08/25/spreading-the-gospel-of-liberty-and-prosperity/  
15Gutierrez, P. (2021, January 08). Unemployment in Ph soars to 10.2% due to pandemic: DOLE. Retrieved March 

21, 2021, from https://news.abs-cbn.com/business/01/09/21/unemployment-in-ph-soars-to-102-due-to-pandemic-

dole.  
16 International Labor Organization (2020). COVID-19 Labour Market Impact in the Philippines. Retrieved March 

21, 2021, from https://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/---asia/---ro-bangkok/---ilo-

manila/documents/publication/wcms_762209.pdf.  
17 Patag, K. (2020, June 09). Four of 'Piston 6' walk free, but 72-year-old driver still detained. Retrieved March 21, 

2021, from https://www.philstar.com/headlines/2020/06/08/2019502/four-piston-6-walk-free-72-year-old-driver-

still-detained.  
18 Rey, A. (2020, July 03). Cops arrest labor leaders keeping distance during Labor day protest. Retrieved March 21, 

2021, from https://www.rappler.com/nation/cops-arrest-workers-keep-distance-labor-day-protests-2020.  
19 Panganiban, A. (2019, April 03). Visionary leadership by example. Retrieved March 21, 2021, from 

https://cjpanganiban.com/2007/02/07/visionary-leadership-by-example-2/.  
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pertains to the humanization of laws. Therefore, policies should be directed to the 

promotion of the public welfare. It is not founded on isolation, but rather, 

interdependence of all sectors to bring about the “greatest good to the greatest 

number”. 

Beware of the silent epidemic: “Kill, kill, kill” 

 In David v. Arroyo, the Justice Sandoval-Gutierrez penned as follows: 

“All powers need some restraint; practical adjustments rather than rigid 

formula are necessary. Superior strength – the use of force – cannot make 

wrongs into rights. In this regard, the courts should be vigilant in safeguarding 

the constitutional rights of the citizens, specifically their liberty. 

Said ruling resonates more than ever. When the outbreak occurred, democracy 

was also held under the lockdown. This stringent measure led to the weakening of 

safeguards against abuse of power, thus, destroying democratic space. In the 

Philippines, democracy has been challenged prominently by red-tagging and 

targeted killings of critics and dissenters and the proliferation of fake news. 

With the iron-fisted approach by the government, there has been an erosion of 

constitutionally granted rights. Based on the 2020 situationner of the UN High 

Commissioner, a number of human rights defenders had been targeted and labeled 

as members of the CPP-NPA.20Red-tagging had been known in the Philippines for 

quite some time. During the year of lockdowns, government officials especially 

NTF-ELCAC officials, had been notorious in red-tagging and arresting dissenters 

and activists. An example of this was the arrest of protesters who held a rally against 

the Anti-Terror Act of 2020, inside the UP Cebu campus [despite the existence of 

the U.P.- DND accord],21 in Iligan City during last year’s Independence day22and in 

Mendiola during last year’s Pride month.23Disturbingly, the number of political 

prisoners increases, and it was evident how inhumane they were treated, such was 

 
20  Human Rights Council Forty-fourth session Agenda item 2 Annual report of the United Nations High Commissioner 

for Human Rights and reports of the Office of the High Commissioner and the Secretary-General Situation of human 

rights in the Philippines Report of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights* , ** A/HRC/44/22 

Advance Edited Version. (2020). https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Countries/PH/Philippines-HRC44-AEV.pdf  
21 Mayol, A. (2020, June 06). Terror bill protests: Cebu cops Arrest 8 inside UP campus. Retrieved March 21, 2021, 

from https://newsinfo.inquirer.net/1287133/terror-bill-protests-cebu-cops-arrest-8-on-up-campus.  
22Talabong, R. (2020, July 18). 16 students arrested In Iligan city during independence day protest. Retrieved March 

21, 2021, from https://www.rappler.com/nation/arrested-protesters-iligan-city-independence-day-2020.  
23 Nakpil, D. (2020, June 26). Pride protesters arrested qt rally against anti-terror bill in Mendiola. Retrieved March 

21, 2021, from https://cnnphilippines.com/news/2020/6/26/Pride-protest-arrest-Mendiola.html.  
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the case of Reina Mae Nasino.24Many human rights worker and NGOs have been 

branded as communists, as evidenced by posters placed anonymously in 

conspicuous areas.25 Within a year, we have witnessed the brutal crackdown on labor 

unions, mass organizations and human rights defenders. The most recent one was 

the death of 9 members of progressive organizations in Southern Tagalog.26The list 

goes on and on.  

Furthermore, lawyers and journalists have been heavily targeted and 

experienced firsthand the chilling effect of state and non-state sponsored deterrence. 

To name a few, such were the case of Maria Ressa and Lady Ann Salem who were 

known critics of the administration. The Congress also ordered the shutting down of 

the ABS-CBN, the biggest broadcasting station, in the middle of the pandemic.27 A 

study conducted by the Free Legal Assistance Group revealed that the legal 

community lose a number of its members and it is comparably higher than the 

previous administration.28  

Former C.J. Panganiban once said, “when people ignore the rule of law, they 

abet authoritarianism.”29 There could never be any truer statement than this. The 

pandemic created opportunities to strengthen their hold on power, thereby 

intensifying the repression of human rights. Silencing of critics and disinformation 

are the most common tactics to attain said goal. In essence, the rule of law is one of 

the pillars of democracy as it promotes transparency and accountability among 

officials, and affords protection to the people. Once it collapses, everything else will 

follow. Existence of crisis does not entitle leaders to rob us with our liberties and to 

expedite the process for their self-serving interests and at the expense of our rights. 

We should keep in mind that human rights are not mere piece of paper that can only 

be invoked only when they are convenient and beneficial to us. As a matter of fact, 

these rights are what keeps society together, and what keeps us alive to this day. 

Hence, rule of law should be upheld.  

 
24 Portugal, A., & Lopez, E. (2020, October 16). Wider image: Jailed Philippine activist lays to rest her three-month-

old baby. Retrieved March 21, 2021, from https://www.reuters.com/article/us-philippines-rights-activist-widerimag-

idUSKBN2711W7.  
25Jha, P. (2020, October 06). How Filipino Activists ended up on a 'wanted' poster. Retrieved March 21, 2021, from 

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-54144623.  
26 KARAPATAN. (2021, March 7). “Bloody Sunday” in Southern Tagalog leaves at least three arrested, five 

reportedly killed in tokhang-style police raids [Press release]. Retrieved March 21, 2021, from 

https://www.karapatan.org/bloody+sunday+in+southern+tagalog+leaves+at+least+three+arrested+five+reportedly+

killed+in+tokhang+style+police+raids.  
27 ABS-CBN. (2020, May 05). ABS-CBN: Philippines' Biggest Broadcaster forced off air. Retrieved March 21, 2021, 

from https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-52548703. 
28 Conde, C. (2021, March 15). Record high killing of Philippine Lawyers. Retrieved March 21, 2021, from 

https://www.hrw.org/news/2021/03/15/record-high-killing-philippine-lawyers. 
29 Ibid. 
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Do you hear the people sing—liberty and prosperity under the rule of law? 

 Recalling the events last year is both exhausting and heartbreaking. Clearly, 

we have lost people not solely because of the pandemic, but also because of abuses. 

To answer the question in the beginning of this essay, my answer is: Life before is 

nowhere better; life now is the aftermath of issues looming prior to the pandemic 

which we failed to address. As a law student, seeing these acts of lawlessness 

everyday makes you doubt if one should continue pursuing law. I, for one, is no 

exception to this “existential crisis”. However, I chose to pursue it because the law 

is needed more by many. Enrolling every semester and showing up in classes are 

deliberate. It is a decision that I make every single day.  

 My dream of becoming a lawyer finds its roots in the hopes of protecting my 

parents against human rights abuses. At a young age, I saw how, most of the time, 

the privileged takes advantage of the marginalized. It seems that the scales of justice 

are tilted in their favor. In every case that I read for my subjects, I see people, like 

my parents, who have been oppressed. Now, in a wider perspective, those people 

that I see in the news who were arrested, detained, and killed are anybody’s parents, 

spouses, children, siblings, friends, or loved ones. This inspired me to continue and 

do more. The series of events made me realized that each one of us have the power 

to steer the course of history. Resistance comes in different forms and can be 

expressed in different platforms. Being a law student does not render one’s efforts 

futile. As a matter of fact, every opportunity that comes in the way can serve as a 

means to express your advocacy. As a member of a student organization, we have 

the responsibility to lead and represent the student body in times of crisis such as 

helping in the provision of reliefs to those students who were stranded during the 

earlier times of the lockdown and of aid to those who do not have internet access for 

online classes. Times like these, no one—including law students should be left 

behind. Also, our student organization had been vocal in issues through echoing the 

call for mass testing; denouncing the shutting down of ABS-CBN and the arrest of 

the protesters in UP Cebu; and in the filing of petition against the Anti-Terror Law 

of 2020.  

 In one of her address, Chief Justice McLachlin characterized a just society as, 

“a society governed by the rule of law and built on the values of democracy, equality 

and liberty. It means a society in which all can participate, where all can pursue a 

dream, where all enjoy basic liberties of expression, association and movement. It 

means a society where everyone, regardless of race, creed or ethnic background, has 
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a place.” To have a just society, especially during these challenging times, is an 

arduous task. This has always been everyone’s dream; but going there is a tedious 

process which involves sacrifices and a conscious effort. When I was a student intern 

in the Office of the Solicitor General last year, I had the chance of having a glimpse 

into the legal profession in the Philippines. I saw and experienced that a single act 

can inspire change and start a movement.  

 In sum, achieving and preserving liberty and prosperity, and restoring the rule 

of law in the middle of a pandemic are still possible. At this time, many Filipinos are 

now taking an active role in fighting, not only COVID-19, but also, the silent 

epidemic among human rights defenders. This pandemic may have aggravated the 

unaddressed issues in the system; but it also compelled us to take a step backward 

and see the bigger picture. Every act has consequences; thus, we need to be mindful. 

Needless to say, every person has a role to play, starting from exercising health 

precautions to disseminating relevant and verified information. To win this fight, it 

requires a collective effort. The future may be uncertain, but what is important is the 

present. Who knows, life, after all, could be better.  

  

 

 


